
EezyBee - A New Platform that Offers Solutions
to Free Users from Debt Faster

Take It Easy With EezyBee

EezyBee is a community-driven
marketplace that provides unequivocal
opportunities for individuals to monetize
their talents or hobbies

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, USA,
February 2, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Recent studies have revealed that in the
United States, students owe over $1.2
trillion in student loans. The majority of
these loans are shouldered by the
millennial generation, with limited means
of addressing this cumbersome debt
post-graduation. A survey conducted by
ORC International revealed that of the
1,000 millennial student respondents,
two-thirds owed at least $10,000 while
the remaining one-third reported that
they owed over $30,000 in student loans.
In essence, debt has been the defining
factor for the millennial generation. 

Students are essentially being torn in two
different directions: focus on academics
to make a better future for themselves or
start working early to manage their loans. Securing a sustainable source of income suddenly
becomes out of reach for modern day millenials.

Many companies understand the fact that current students are the nation’s future successors, and as

…to make it simpler for
people to seek  affordable
services and to help promote
talented individuals by
providing them with a stage to
showcase and market their
talent.”

Izza Jahari, Founder

such, efforts have been made to provide opportunities for
them to earn additional income. EezyBee is a like-minded
company that has dedicated itself towards providing
unequivocal opportunities to individuals with talents, hobbies,
or special skills that can be monetized.  

EezyBee is an online community-driven platform designed to
connect individuals who are looking for services with
individuals who can provide the required services. The
Founder, Izza Jahari stated her intention of developing
EezyBee: “…to make it simpler for people to seek  affordable
services and to help promote talented individuals by providing

them with a stage to showcase and market their talent.” EezyBee’s goal is to help lessen the burden

http://www.einpresswire.com


of everyday tasks while providing an opportunity for people to take advantage of in an online
marketplace community.

Individuals can register themselves on the platform, upload their personal information and detail what
services they can provide. Services can range from simple activities, such as “taking the dog for a
walk” to more complex and professional tasks such as fixing electrical circuits. Furthermore, the
person offering the service is free to determine his/her hourly rate, which is especially beneficial for
students who require the additional flexibility. By taking advantage of the opportunities the platform is
presenting, EezyBee users have a new avenue for dealing with burdensome debt.  

EezyBee is live now at: www.eezybee.com

- END - 

ABOUT EEZYBEE

EezyBee is a community driven online service marketplace, a tool used to connect local service
providers with local service seekers. The platform was created to present untapped opportunities for
service providers to offer their hobbies, skills, or special talents as services and receive payment. The
platform was also created to provide service seekers with seamless, trustworthy, affordable,
accessible, and reliable access to services in their area. The goal is to allow our users to create more
time for the more important things in life. We aim to support our target market, or anyone who is
seeking to improve their financial situation. With this in mind, we also champion the notion of
community-based health and encourage our users to get to know those around them for stronger
social bonds and healthier lifestyles.

We extend a welcoming offer to our users to start their own business cost-free, risk-free, and on a
low-commitment basis. 

The live platform allows users to post their services, hire service providers, schedule and manage
ongoing services, send/receive payment for all completed services, and incorporates many other
exclusive features. We’ve created a mobile version to allow our users to manage their services on the
go for a more streamlined experience as well. We encourage anyone who seeks a better financial
future or anyone who requires service to join our platform and receive the benefits EezyBee has to
offer. 

For more information, contact EezyBee at:
admin@eezybee.com

Follow us on social media: 
Facebook

http://www.eezybee.com


https://www.facebook.com/eezybee.services/

Twitter
https://twitter.com/eezybee_service

Google+
https://plus.google.com/u/0/111892654743632103418

Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/eezybee_services/

Gabriel Melean
EezyBee
+1 669 247 5125
email us here
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